combining the reduced affinity CAR with this exogenous control mechanism, we provide evidence that we can modulate and control CAR-mediated toxicity.

Ethics Approval All animal experiments were conducted in a facility accredited by the Association for Assessment of Laboratory Animal Care (AALAC) under Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines and appropriate animal research approval.
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**DEVELOPMENT OF T CELL-BASED IMMUNOTHERAPIES TO TARGET DORMANT DISSEMINATED BREAST CANCER CELLS**
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**Background** A significant fraction of breast cancer survivors develop metastases years or even decades after initial diagnosis. However, no therapy currently exists for targeting DTCs for the purpose of metastasis prevention. Immunotherapy represents a promising avenue to target dormant DTCs. Yet, a functional relationship between adaptive immunity and dormant DTCs has not been established.

**Methods** Here, we have utilized a bone marrow organotypic microvascular niche co-culture model and immunocompetent murine models of breast cancer dormancy to study the relationship between the adaptive immune response and dormant DTCs and to develop immunotherapies for the purpose of eliminating dormant DTCs and preventing breast cancer metastasis.

**Results** Our data suggest that breast cancer cells downregulate MHC class I antigen presentation upon dormancy induction, identifying one mechanism of immune evasion. Strikingly, out-growing metastases re-express MHC I and presumably upregulate antigen presentation. These data suggest that MHC-dependent T cell-based immunotherapies may not effectively kill dormant DTCs, but that MHC-independent chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells may be more applicable. Using the organotypic bone marrow microvascular niche co-culture system, we have shown that CAR T cells kill both proliferating and dormant tumor cells independent of tumor cell localization in the niche and independent of tumor cell cycle status. Further, we have established preclinical immunocompetent murine models of breast cancer dormancy to compare efficacy of engineered T cell receptor (TCR) and CAR T cells in eliminating dormant DTCs. From these models of breast cancer dormancy, we have found that CAR T cells eliminate both overt metastases and DTCs in the lung and bone marrow of mice. In contrast, preliminary data suggest that TCR T cells clear overt metastases but are less effective in clearing dormant disease, lending support that MHC I downregulation during dormancy may impact the efficacy of various T cell-based immunotherapies.

**Conclusions** Our findings identify CAR T cells as one potential immunotherapy to eradicate dormant disease, while simultaneously identifying both CAR and TCR T cells as effective treatments for the clearance of overt metastases. In sum, our findings lay the groundwork for developing adoptive cell therapies to eliminate dormant disease and prevent death from breast cancer metastasis.
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